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Page 2i.redd.it/i9s3z0... There is no simple, simple answer. It depends on what you want out of a dungeon. Of course, you always need food and shovels. Torches are optional. I find that when playing with Torches and Food, bring many of both if you want to take advantage of Curios more. (You should be turned out the
torch completely before looting any curio and before a fight stops increasing the loot obtained). So ideally you will have 4 torches per game beyond the first. Usually have a short dungeon ~ 4 matches, a medium ~ 8, and a long about 12, so you will have 12, 24 and 24 torches (counts the wood as 4). I find that in long
dungeons, you don't really need any more, as you don't have to flip the torch for extra loot, you'll have enough without doing it (and save 75 gold). I personally always bring the maximum amount of food. It is quite often not enough, even in dungeons that normally release a high amount of food from Curios (Cove, Weald).
The binomial distribution with typical darkest dungeon parameters for food has a long tail. For example, using N = 100 tiles, P = 5% chance of a food tile, the result is an average of 20 food required, but the 95% interval is on 40 food required. Bringing twice as much is a good rule of thumb. Note that even if you do not plan to
use any torches for light, if you want to use shambler alters, you need to bring at least one flashlight. First, what curiosity provisions you want to bring depends on the length of a dungeon. In a short dungeon you will have room for most of the loot you will ever find before the dungeon is completed, so you should bring all the
curio items you can. In a long dungeon you should really just bring the curio items that can give you benefit without using up inventory, by saying buffing the party or curing a negative quirk. The one exception is extra food (as you sometimes need) and the one skeletal key for the secret room, easily increasing the tail by
5,000 over bringing only gold back. It means the following list (in addition to the standard amount of food, shovels and any torches): Each entry is for a random Small/Medium/Large dungeon. +---------+-------+-------+-------+-------+--------+---------+-------+ | Dungeons | Keys | Water | Herbs | Antiv | Spade | Bandage | Flashlight | +----
-----+-------+-------+-------+-------+--------+---------+-------+ | Ruins | 3/4/1 | 3/5/2 | 3/5/0 | 0. 0. 0. 0 . | Weald | 2/3/1 | 2/3/4 | 2/3/2 | 2/3/0 | 1.01.2015 | 2/3/0 | 0 . | Cove | 2/3/1 | 1/1/22 | 3/5/7 | 0. 04.02.0 | 0. 0 . | Warrens | 2/3/1 | 3/4/2 | 2/3/2 | 0. 0. 0. 02.01.2015 | 2/3/4 | +---------+-------+-------+-------+-------+--------+---------+-------+ This chart
contains my estimates made by some trial and error. Todo: Write a program that plunders a large number of random dungeons to find the actual optimal values later. If you have an antiquarian, you can increase the values of this: | Dungeons | Keys | Water | | | Antiv | Spade | Bandage | Flashlight | +---------+-------+-------+-------
+-------+--------+---------+-------+ | Ruins | 3/5/7 | 3/03/2016 | 3/03/2016 | 0. 0. 0. 0 . | Weald | 2/3/02/5 | 2/3/4 | 2/4/2016 | 2/3/02/5 | 1.01.2014 | 2/3/02/5 | 0 . | Cove | 2/4/2016 | 1/1/22 | 3/5/7 | 0th 04.02.2016 | 0. 0 . | Warrens | 2/4/2016 | 3/03/2016 | 2/4/2016 | 0. 0. 0. 03.02.5 | 2/3/4 | +---------+-------+-------+-------+-------+--------+---------
+-------+ The reason, of course, is that the antiquarian gives you bonus exchange with each curiosity you open. You really want to get every single one. The best strategy is to go the dungeon twice, first to find out which ones you have, then another time to take them in the best possible order. If you want, you can include
provisions to make fighting easier. Especially in Champion and Darkest dungeons, provisions can help you cope with the extremely challenging content. You run these dungeons to complete them, not to get loot, as the much simpler veteran and beginners give comparable amounts of money for far less trouble. This table
ranks the useful ities of the provisions of battle (besides torches, which are useful everywhere for easier matches). It largely depends on the frequency of the things the provision helps with multiplied by how serious they are. For example, the bay contains a moderate amount of bleeding, but they are all very powerful, and
the bandages are therefore great there. Low: The provision rarely helps, and when it does it's not so amazing. Ex: Laudanum v Madman. You usually prevent 8 stress with each bottle used. Medium: The provision is useful and the conditions are quite frequent. High: The provision helps a lot to prevent common conditions
that are very dangerous. +-----------+--------+--------+--------+----------+---------+ | Dungeons | Water | Herbs* | Antiv | Laudanum | Bandage | +-----------+--------+--------+--------+----------+---------+ | Ruins | low | medium | none | low | low | | Weald | medium | high | medium | low | low | | Cove | medium | low | none | low | high | | Warrens |
high | high | low | low | low | | Courtyard | high | medium | low | medium | high | +-----------+--------+--------+--------+----------+---------+ *Provided you have one of the classes that likes to debbe themselves, herbs are amazing to always have available. Three classes of self-debuffs are Jester, Flagellant and Hellion. If you have a
pest doctor, that can heal Blights and Bleeds, Bandages and Antivenom is less useful. Next Curio Weald Prev Curio Warrens CurioEffect with an elementEffect with an itemBarnacle Crusted ChestShovel: 100% chance of 3 pieces of any tax 50% chance of 2 pieces gold /gems/heirlooms/supply 25% chance that nothing will
happen 25% chance that nothing will happen 25% chance of Bleed effectBas ReliefShovel: 100% chance of increasing the stress of the character by 100 points66.7% chance of a random positive Quirk 25% chance of a points and hardening 5 health points75% chance of increasing resistance to Blight, Bleeding and
diseases by 33% to the end of the mission or camp 25% chance of a random diseaseEerie CoralMedicinal Herbs: 100% chance of reducing stress by 5 points and hardening 5 health points50% chance of reducing stress by 10 points 25% chance that nothing will happen 25% chance of increasing stress by 25fish points
CarcassMedicinal Herbs: 100 % chance of 3 random treasures 50% chance that nothing will happen 16.7% chance of disease (Red plague) 16.7% chance of gold/gems/supplies 11.1% chance of Bleed effect 5.5% chance of Blight effectFish IdolHoly Water: 50% chance of increasing damage by 18% to the end of mission
or to camp Holy Water : 50% chance of increasing the damage by 10%, accuracy by 5 points and chance of critical hits by 6% to the end of the mission or to camp50% chance of reducing damage by 25%, accuracy by 10 points to the end of the mission or to camp 50% chance of reducing dodge by 12 points and give a
marked status of the rating (lasts 3 rounds)Giant OysterShovel: 100% chance of 3 pieces gold / trinkets40% chance of 2 pieces gold / trinkets 40% chance of 40% chance of 3 pieces gold / trinkets Bleed status 20% chance that nothing will happenShip's FigureheadNone66.7% chance of increasing damage by 20% and
speed by 4 points to the end of the mission or to camp 33.3% chance of reducing stress by 30 points While traveling through cove you have to look out for far more Curio , especially if you are missing items needed to activate them. Most of all, you must avoid contact with: Bas Relief - a great chance of receiving negative
Quirk or a diseaseBrackish Tide Pool and Fish Carcass - high chance of infecting the character with a serious illness (Red Plague reduces the character's effectiveness)Fish Idol - avoid this Curio if you do not have the necessary element (Holy Water). Activation always ends with a negative effect, and in half of the situations
it will greatly reduce the effectiveness of the character. Except for Bas Relief that you should not touch at all (activation using the torch increases stress by 100 points!), all other Curio can be activated when you have the right items. Next Curio Weald Prev Curio Warrens Page 2 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp;
iBooks Free iOS App Come In! The darkest dungeon awaits! This unofficial guide to the game Darkest Dungeon is perfect for those willing to discover the deepest secrets of the grim dungeons that spread beneath the old and hostile mansion. This guide is perfectly compatible with Darkest Dungeon SWITCH version and
PC, PS4, iOs, PSV - check Darkest Dungeon Switch Guide. The guide was updated with chapters on the Crimson Court expansion and The Color of Madness extension. This unofficial guide to the Darkest Dungeon is perfect for those willing to discover the deepest secrets of the grim dungeons that spread beneath the
ancient hostile mansion. This mansion used to belong to a family of a one which is so sinister and ursk that it had been forgotten at the time and consumed by the evil forces. The first chapters of this guide cover the basics of the mechanics that govern the DD world. From them you will be able to achieve basic knowledge
that will help you survive in this hostile world. You'll know how to keep your heroes alive (the health bar of the heroes), you'll see how fragile their minds are (stress mechanics) and you'll be able to understand special effects that will affect your heroes sooner or later (status effects). The second chapter of the guide focuses
on the classes of heroes. There you will find the descriptions of all the classes in DD, along with their special abilities, errors and profits. In addition, there are some special tips that will help you extend the lives of the heroes. The next chapter, which is also a little shorter, shows all the animals in the game, scammers,
demons, spawns and all other creatures that can be met by your heroes. There are also detailed tips and tactics about the battles with the elite commanders who command these deadly hordes. Color of Madness DLC GuideWe have updated our darkest Dungeon Game Guide with The Color of Madness DLC expansion kit.
The new guide provides information on mercenaries, recommended consumables for expeditions to new dungeons, many starting tips and descriptions of new dangerous opponents. You will also learn how to deal with stress in The Color of Madness DLC. Don't forget to check our review for all downloadable missions. The
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